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Annihilation of vortex lines in rotating superfluid 3He
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In decelerating rotation, vortex lines annihilate in single-vortex events at the annihilation threshold where
their numberN max(V) is equal to or exceeds the equilibrium valueN eq(V). A surplusNmax2Neq may be
stabilized by an energy barrier, which during deceleration vanishes in an instability. We find the barrier to
depend on container misalignment in3He-B and on the orbital texture in the container corners in3He-A.
Measurements of the instability yield the circulation quantum of the vortex which is found to be consistent
with the present identification of vortex structures in3He-A. @S0163-1829~97!02645-3#
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In equilibrium a rotating superfluid is threaded by an
ray of rectilinear quantized vortex lines, which are paralle
the rotation axisV. If the rotation velocityV is slowly re-
duced, ultimately the peripheral lines will be pushed to
lateral walls~parallel toV) and annihilate there. What the
is the largest possible number of linesNmax(V) which can be
sustained in the container during decelerating rotation?
the lines annihilate one by one or do they reach the wal
bunches of many lines? These questions have often b
considered theoretically, but reliable experiments have b
few. One reason is experimental resolution: Ideally to ma
tain a count of vortex lines, one needs single-vortex sens
ity. Also one needs to understand the mechanisms of vo
formation in detail. Here we report the first quantitative me
surements on annihilation in rotating3He superfluids.

Rotating superfluid.The density of vortex lines in equi
librium rotation isnv52V/k, wherek5nh/2m3 is the cir-
culation of a vortex with quantization numbern.1 In the con-
tinuum limit a totally filled cylindrical container with radiu
R would haveN05pR2nv lines. Interactions with the latera
walls give rise to an annular vortex-free region along
wall.2 Its width d is of order of the intervortex distanc
r v5(k/2pV)1/2 ~expressed here as the radius of the Wign
Seitz unit cell of the vortex lattice!. As a result, the total line
numberN(V).N0(122d/R) is always less thanN0(V).

Annihilation barrier. Rotating experiments are general
performed in a container whose lateral walls are meant to
parallel to the rotation axisV. Ideally in this geometry vor-
tices do not connect to the lateral walls and annihilation
resisted by an energy barrier. It arises from the balance
two radial forces on the peripheral circle of rectilinear vort
lines: the inward directed Magnus force from the surrou
ing vortex-free counterflow and the attraction by the ima
vortex in the wall.3 In 3He superfluids energy barriers a
generally large compared to temperature.4 They cannot be
overcome by thermal activation or quantum tunneling.
stead, during decelerating rotation the barrier ultimately v
ishes because of the diminishing counterflow velocity. T
560163-1829/97/56~21!/14089~4!/$10.00
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process, where the number of linesNmax(V) exceeds the
equilibrium valueNeq(V), we call intrinsic annihilation at
the annihilation instability. Deviations from the idea
parallel-wall geometry~i.e., a misalignment with respect t
V or a radius of curvature in the corners which exceedsr v)
may eliminate the annihilation barrier. In the presence
such extrinsic influence, N(V) equals at the annihilation
threshold the line number in the equilibrium stat
Nmax(V)5Neq(V).

Annihilation threshold in3He-B.In Fig. 1 these principles
are illustrated with measurements ofNmax(V). The data have
been recorded in a rotating nuclear demagnetization cryo
with NMR techniques and single-vortex resolution.4 At high
velocities, V.V†.0.18 rad/s, the annihilation thresho
falls on the solid curve which represents the equilibriu

FIG. 1. Annihilation threshold of singular vortex lines in3He-B.
The measured maximum line numberNmax in the decelerated stat
is plotted as a function ofV. The dashed lineN05560V is the limit
of solid body rotation, the thin solid curveNinst5N022AN0 the
annihilation instability, and the thick solid curve the equilibriu
stateN eq5N0(12b/AV).
14 089 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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14 090 56V. M. RUUTU et al.
state. This identification has been established by compar
with the state which is created after a slow cool do
through Tc at constant rotation. Here the vortex-fre

annulus2,5 has the width d5deq(V)5r v@ 1
2 ln(rv /rc)#

1/2,
where r c. j(T,P) ~Ref. 6! is the vortex core radius an
j(T,P); 0.1–0.4mm the superfluid coherence length in th
temperature (T) and pressure (P) regime of our measure
ments. At the lowest velocities the data approach the
line, the instability, whered5dinst.r v . Assuming that the
crossover at V† arises from misalignment, one ha
r v(V†)5Lsinu, whereL is the height of the container andu
the inclination between the cylinder and rotation axes.7 The
valueV†.0.18 rad/s corresponds tou.2°, which seems a
realistic estimate of the experimental precision.V† is essen-
tially independent of temperature and pressure.

Orbital anisotropy in 3He-A. 3He-B is a quasi-isotropic
superfluid where vortices have a singular core and the a
hilation properties are similar to those in4He II. In 3He-A,
vortices exist with both singular and continuous core str
tures, and also orbital anisotropy can be expected to in
ence annihilation. In Fig. 2 the equilibrium textures of t
orbital unit vectorl̂ are depicted in an infinitely long cylin
der, when the external magnetic fieldH exceeds the dipola
field HD (.3.2 mT!. Thesel̂(r ) textures are smoothly vary
ing, planar, and dipole locked over most of the cylindric
cross section~except at the topological lines!, and are created
in a slow cool down throughTc at constant rotation. We us
this procedure to establish the initial state atV.0.6 rad/s,
from where deceleration to the annihilation threshold
started at constantT. During a slow deceleration
(udV/dtu,1023 rad/s2) the texture does not undergo a tra
sition.

Two topologies with comparable energies are poss
when the field is oriented along the cylinder axis: the rad
disgyration (l̂5 r̂ ), which has one central line along the ax
@Fig. 2~a!#, or the ‘‘double-half’’ circular disgyration with
two singular lines at opposite sides of the circumferen
@Fig. 2~b!#. The transverse-field texture@Fig. 2~c!# has the
same topology as the axial-field double-half disgyration,
its l̂ orientation is uniform. At the cylindrical walll̂ is ori-
ented along the surface normal within a surface layer wit

FIG. 2. Planarl̂(r ) textures in a cylinder, whenH@HD . The

lines denote thel̂ orientation in the transverse plane. The shad
area is the vortex array.~a! Radial disgyration texture, with one 2p
vortex line in the center.~b! ‘‘Double-half’’ circular disgyration
with two singular lines along the lateral walls. These two are p
sible equilibrium textures in an axially oriented magnetic field.~c!
Pseudouniform texture in transverse field with a counterflow an
lus of nonuniform width.
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width of order of the dipolar healing lengthjD.15mm. It is
not shown in Fig. 2~c!.

Vortices in 3He-A. In rotation rectilinear vortex lines are
included in thel̂(r ) texture with no changes on the glob
scale. The vortices have asoft vortex corewith radius
r c;jD , within which the l̂ orientation becomes
three-dimensional.8 The circulation around a singularity-fre
soft core of acontinuous vortex~CV! corresponds to two
quanta:n52. A singular vortex~SV! has within its soft core
also a singular ‘‘hard core’’ with a radius.j(T,P), in
which the A-phase order parameter amplitude is deple
The circulation of a SV is singly quantized:n51. The effec-
tive core radiusr c5jDe2d depends weakly on the vorte
structure: Numerical calculations in the Ginzburg-Landau
gime yielddCV.20.3 anddSV.2.1.9

Annihilation instability in 3He-A.The analysis of the an
nihilation barrier in Ref. 3 can be generalized to an ani
tropic superfluid: In 3He-A the superfluid density is a
uniaxial tensor with eigenvaluesr i for flow parallel to l̂ and
r' normal to l̂ . The anisotropy ratio isg5Ar' /r i (.A2).
Inside the vortex-free region a single rectilinear line at
distancey from the wall has an energy per unit length give
by

ev~y!5
r̃ sk

2

4p
ln

2y

r c
1 r̄ skV~y222dy!. ~1!

The first term is the energy of the line in the fluid at re
taking into account its image in the wall. The second te
arises from the interaction of the velocity fields of the vort
and the vortex-free counterflow with the veloci
v(y).2V(y2d). This term is proportional to the total mas
flow r̄ s*v(y8)dy8 through the area between the line and t
wall.10 The effective densityr̃ s depends on the orientation o
l̂ with respect to the local circular currents around a vor
while r̄ s(f) is the value in the direction of the counterflo
and depends on the anglef between the surface normal an
l̂ in the bulk.

If one hadl̂iV, then the local superflow around the vorte
core would be perpendicular tol̂ , r̃ s5 r̄ s5r' , and the
streamlines would be circular. In the textures of Fig.
l̂(r )'V, and the flow around the vortex core is elliptic. B
rescaling one can make a transformation to circular stre
lines. A calculation of the kinetic energy of the superflo
around the soft core yields then an effective superfluid d
sity r̃ s5Ar'r i.

11 One also finds thatr̄ s(f)5 ḡ (f) r̃ s ,
where the f-dependent anisotropy ratio i
ḡ (f)5@11(g221)cos2f#/g.

The equilibrium width of the vortex-free region is dete
mined from the conditionev(y5d)'0. Then

deq~f!5F 1

ḡ ~f!

k

4pV
ln

r v

r c
G 1/2

. ~2!

Although the total mass counterflow} r̄ sd eq
2 is constant

within the vortex-free annulus also in the transverse-fi
texture of Fig. 2~c!, r̄ s(f) anddeq(f) are not. Equation~2!
must be satisfied also for any metastable vortex-free reg
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d(f)}1/Aḡ (f). In the axial-field texturesl̂ is radial in the
vortex-free region@except close to the two singular lines
Fig. 2~b!#. As a resultf50, r̄ s[r' , and the vortex bundle
is axisymmetric.

The derivativedev /dy is the radial force on the vorte
which vanishes at the two extrema of the energy profile,

y6~f!5
1

2
@d6Ad22r v

2/ ḡ ~f!#, ~3!

where r v5Ak/2pV is the f-independent Wigner-Seitz ra
dius. The energy profileev(y) has a maximum aty5y2 and

a minimum aty5y1 , if dAḡ (f).r v . For dAḡ (f),r v ,
there are no extrema. At the annihilation instability the b
rier height vanishes and

dinst~f!Aḡ .r v5F k

2pVG1/2

. ~4!

In transverse field the positionsy6 of the extrema depend o
f, but the barrier vanishes homogeneously along the pe

eter ford(f)Aḡ 5r v , as in axial field. We therefore expe
no difference between the annihilation thresholdsNmax(V)
of the three equilibriuml̂(r ) textures in Fig. 2. This resul
has been derived for the continuum limit with a well-defin
border between the vortex-free annulus and the central
tex bundle:d@r v . In the limit dinst→r v , the width d(V)
loses its transparent geometrical meaning, but can stil
used to define approximately the deficitN0(V)2Nmax(V).

Annihilation threshold of SVs in3He-A. In the A-phase
NMR spectrum the vortex satellite peak is proportional to
vortex line number.8 From the integrated satellite intensi
I SV normalized to the total resonance intensityI tot , or
ISV(V)5I SV/I tot , we determineN(V) with an accuracy of
610 lines. The results fitted to the expressi
ISV5a(V2bAV) yield b52dAV/R, by analogy with
N(V)5N0(122d/R).

The results are plotted in Fig. 3 in the reduced fo
ISV/a, for which no calibrations are needed. The data can
fit with a50.09460.005,b50.0860.03 for the axial~open
circle! and a50.13660.005,b50.1460.03 for the trans-
verse~solid circle! field orientations. The square data poin
denote the initial equilibrium states, obtained by cooli
throughTc at 0.60 rad/s in the NMR field.8 Their absorptions
are equal and fall on theb50.14 curve. This value ofb
happens to agree exactly withb50.18 for the equilibrium
state of 3He-B in Fig. 1, bearing in mind the differentr c in
Eq. ~2!. The axial-field fit in turn givesb50.08 which, when
compared to Fig. 1 and Eq.~4!, corresponds to that expecte
for the instability line in3He-A. Thus two smooth curves ar
obtained in Fig. 3 which bear no indication of a crossov
feature atV†;0.2 rad/s, as was measured with the sa
experimental setup for3He-B.

Annihilation threshold of CVs in3He-A.The CV satellite
peak in the NMR spectrum is shifted further from the lar
bulk liquid maximum than that of SVs and thus their numb
can be determined with a better resolution of63 lines. In
Fig. 4 their normalized intensityICV(V)/a has been plotted
for measurements in both axial and transverse fields. The
again a large difference between theira values~axial field:
-

-
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a50.11460.003; transverse field:a50.17060.015), but
both sets of data give a good fit withb50.1660.01. Insert-
ing the appropriatek and r c into Eq. ~2!, we find that this
result equals that expected for the equilibrium state and
responds tob50.18 in 3He-B.

During cool down throughTc at low V, CV lines are only
formed at low fields,8 H,HD . Therefore the field was kep
at zero during the cool down throughTc and was later swep
up to the NMR value. In transverse field~solid square! the
initial state lies on theb50.16 curve, as expected for th
equilibrium state. Thus the transverse-field data repeat
behavior of Fig. 3: The annihilation threshold lies on t
equilibrium curve and bears no evidence of the crosso
feature of Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Annihilation threshold of singular vortex lines in3He-A
in axial (s) and transverse (d) field, plotted as the normalized
absorptionISV /a. The thick and thin solid curves are fits whic
give d5deq and d5r v , respectively. The two data points marke
with squares refer to the initial equilibrium states after cool down
rotation throughTc with the NMR field in axial (h) or transverse
(j) orientations.

FIG. 4. Annihilation threshold of continuous vortex lines
axial (s) and transverse (d) field, plotted as the normalized sa
ellite absorptionICV /a. The initial states, marked with squar
points, have been measured after a cool down throughTc at 0.60
rad/s in zero field and after sweeping the field up in axial (h) and
transverse (j) orientations. The solid curve is a fit which give
d5deq. The inset shows a recording of the satellite peak hei
~scaled toICV /a), when deceleration is restarted after a long st
at constantV50.51 rad/s.
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14 092 56V. M. RUUTU et al.
However, the axial-field data in Fig. 4 display a slight
different pattern from those in Fig. 3:~1! The initial state
~open square! supports approximately ten lines less than
transverse field. This deficit has to be attributed to a loss
lines while the field is increased to the NMR value.~2! The
annihilation data fall on the same curve as in transverse fi
and not on one with a smallerb. ~3! When decelerating to
the annihilation threshold in axial field, a small but clear
distinguishable difference is observed in the CV satell
peak height, if it is measured at constantV or during con-
tinuous deceleration. Normally deceleration is stopped
some point, when the satellite amplitude is continuously d
creasing and vortex lines are annihilating at a steady r
The NMR spectrum is then recorded repeatedly at cons
V over a period of 30 min. These data are plotted in Fig
~open circle! and yieldb50.16. If deceleration is then re
sumed, as shown in the inset, the annihilation threshold
observed to have moved to a lowerV value, corresponding
to b50.14, as expected for the annihilation instability. Th
difference between these two satellite heights correspond
. 4 lines at 0.5 rad/s. It is conceivable that it could ari
from mechanical noise in the rotation drive while the NM
spectra are recorded during 30 min at constantV. However,
this appears unlikely since this feature was only observed
CV lines in axial field.

Summary. Vortices annihilate smoothly and not in
bunches, as has sometimes been suggested to explain
discontinuous glitches in neutron-star deceleration. Our m
surements on the annihilation threshold in3He-B, expressed
directly as vortex-line numbers, display for the first time th
expected generic properties of an isotropic superfluid: At lo
V the line numberNmax at the threshold exceeds the equilib
rium valueNeq due to the presence of an energy barrier.
high V extrinsic effects remove the barrier andNmax5Neq.
of
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We showed that the equilibriuml̂ textures of3He-A in an
infinitely long cylinder are not expected to influence annih
lation: it should proceed as in the isotropic case. Nevert
less, differences from the generic behavior are observed
though they are small and comparable to our accuracy
ISV(V)/aSV and ICV(V)/aCV . Indeed, the difference be
tweendeq anddinst is roughly by a factor of 2 smaller for CV
lines in the A phase, compared to the B phase. Still, the d
on the annihilation threshold in3He-A give d5deq(V) in
transverse field, while axial-field data tend to sugge
d5d inst(V). A crossover from one type of behavior to an
other is not found.

These observations point to the influence of thel̂ texture
in the container corners where the barrier is smallest for
end of the vortex to bend and cross the vortex-free annu

In axial field l̂ rotates in the corner within the plane whic
containsV while in transverse field the texture is more com
plicated (f dependent!. Apparently, the transverse-field cor
ner texture eliminates the barrier, but the axially symmet
axial-field corner texture enforces one, suppressing the ef
from container misalignment.

Finally, the measurement of the annihilation instabili
gives the circulationk, which we find to be consistent with
the accepted view of the topologies of the vortex structu
in 3He-A. 3He-A provides a model system for flux-line an
nihilation in anisotropic superconductors, where highly po
ished surfaces or cleaved crystals are required, together
an accurate alignment of the magnetic field, for the ‘‘Bea
Livingston’’ barrier to become observable.
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